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Bibliographic suggestions- Annotaded
In thematic not alphabetic sequence.
Alphabet of the Heart by Dan Winter http://spirals.eternite.com Origin of Alphabets in the electrical
structure & firing of the heart & emotion. A classic.
Alphabet of the EarthHeart by Dan Winter http://spirals.eternite.com Origin of ceremonial magic in the
origins of symbol and shape of emotion. Exquisite editing and illustration by Vincent Bridges and Darlene.
Return of Enki by Dan Winter soulinvitation.com/enki
and purpose of Earth DNA in the galaxy

Sumerian connection to Draco’s and the origins

Tutankhamon Prophecies by Maurice Cotterel- Best solar physicist on the planet on the subject how does the
solar wave compression pattern impact Earth cultures. This is the physics behind the more myth based Mayan
Calendric materials.
Spiral Calendar by Carolan. First part is great: learn that events in time HAVE to arrange themselves on a
spiral in time, in order to emerge from chaos. Nice analysis of huge historical patterns. Second part is terrible.
Using that to predict stock markets is fine IF you can understand the principle. But if you entirely miss that
recursion is what makes oscillators self-aware - then you just confuse people into soul bleeding greed. better
read- soulinvitation.com/stockmkt/stockmkt.html
Gramatical Man - Information, Entropy, Language and Life by Jeremy Campbell. The reason DNA gets to
replace any error message - is context richness. This means nesting or braid coherence creates high signal to
noise ratio. Fascination comparison of DNA structure to language and programming structure. Enriching.
Cosmic Serpent - Jeremy Narby Is DNA an intelligent SHAPESHIFTING WORM?
Raw and the Cooked - by Mircea Eliade. Is the REASON you cook your food -because you do not have
enough confidence in your inner FIRE / IMPLOSION to access/ commune / fuse with the spin memory in your
food? In ancient history cooking served a purpose in fusing tribes by phase locking around fire. ( PHIRE..?)
Civilization and it’s Discontents by Sigmund Freud - Urge to touch frustrated becomes ANGER .. Siggy - eros
has an electrical meaning beyond the shape of your own cigar.
Memories, Dreams and Reflections by Carl Jung. Do YOU know why the Balinese Cock fight - explains the
need of testasterone poisoning to HIT instead of TOUCH - as the true origins of FOOTBALL?? Why does
pigskin symbolize the anality of the poison pellet: ANGER-which is urge to touch frustrated. If you COULD
teach your teenage boys permission to touch (non-destructive compression) toward bliss / charge density they
might not HAVE to waste half the genepool in destructive ‘sport’. (This has been a paid political ad for the
National Football League).
Synergetics by Buckminster Fuller- Bucky taught us the geodesic at Univ Detroit- as we walked his dome onto
the architecture school foundation, and then in Florence Italy - as he showed us personally his vector flexing.
Got the weakness of the cube as a wave structure right - doesn’t know about the compression into implosion of
the dodec tho.
Genesa by Derald Langham - Presented in Florence at the 2nd Conference sponsored by Jaccaci, along with
Winter. Building sacred geometric structure large enought for young people to experience from the inside out.
Genesis Revisited, Twelfth Planet, Lost Book of Enki, etc. by Zachariah Sitchin. Good to get the cobwebs
of the disastrously mistranslated bible out of your head - with some cave man quality Sumerian. At least these
were REAL cave men. If SHEM means highward fire stone and not ALTAR unto the Lord - then how does a
magnetic dolmen make the fractal needed to compress accelerate your ‘prayer’ into heaven...? a Djed Ai
Question. Would an Arc on a Torus -ar-thur raise that sword (MAG line) from that STONE (MAG circle /
mass?)
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Voyagers and Amenti series by Anna Hayes. Anna heard right in some of the early material. The politicals of
changing Annunaki interventionists preying on Earth’s genepool make a colorful tell. Too much ancient ET
history detail..
Innana Returns by Ferguson ( innanareturns.com ) Were you there when the reluctant younger sister (half
Dragon queen /Draco - ‘Innana’ apologized to the human genepool for so cavalierly
Law’s of Form - by Spencer Brown. Deriving the entire CALCULUS from the simple bracket idea that either I
am inside you, or you are inside me. Imagine an algae- eats its neighbor and folds that memory into it’s surface.
Then you eat me, he eats you, someone eats him, ad infinitum. That is the way single celled orgamisms
CONSUME PERSPECTIVE. Now if each time someone eats (or we could say - touches) someone else - the
amount of spin foldedness which is PHASE COHERENT (Shareably pure intent - pure principle) then adds it
spin as new fold ( makes it’s DENT) on the winning membrane - THEN you could express the INFINITE
NESTING as a series of BRACKETS - (either open parenthesis or close parenthesis). Then in order to
understand the evolution of CON-SCIOUS-NESS ( WITH -sc-ious-ness - LITERALLY meaning WITH
TURNING INSIDE OUT - NESS) would be to to express the spin path back in history as to what spin was
nested inside what other spin. Inside of - outside of -inside of... ad infinitum. Until - you had derived the
complete origin of CALCULUS - as a simple way to track back ONE worm hole turning either inside
out or outside in - itself - inPHIknitly!
Structural Stability and Morphogenesis- by Rene Thom. Once you understand WHY no cell membrane has
stability unless the foldedness which makes up its surface - its self/not-self - IS MADE ONLY OF SINE
WAVES IN MUSICAL PHASE (COHERENCE) .... THEN you can teach WHY AIDS only spread in Africa
AFTER the tribal BLISS dances were forgotten. The BLISS is the COHERENCE of the PHONON - sound
wave in liquid - which feeds the mem-brain.
ShuffleBrain - by Paul Pietsch pietsch@indiane.edu - Neuroscience for Kids - how does the brain store mind.
Teach a worm to steer a maze: then feed that worm to a 2nd, and then the 2nd worm is better at steering the
maze learned by the first! Is the molecular mechanism of CELLULAR MEMORY - in fact a wave? Is the DNA
such a shape-shifter as that worm.
Rhythmns of Vision -by Lawrence Blair... Pics of the 3D platonics nested on the Chakras - a bit fanciful - but a
good intro to see that vision (perception) is the result of symmetry. A classic.
Stream of Consciousness in the Modern Novel- from Joyce to Virginia Woolf - whose flow of inner voice is
singing in YOUR DNA - is it everyone’s voice at once?
Love’s Body - by Norman O Brown. Did James Joyce use the SHAPE of Dublin for the shadow of his drunk
Irishman stupored on his back - for the same reason that Rome ( Uru-an- Uru an is, Uru m ania,..Uru shaliam)
had 7 hills. Does inhabiting the land REQUIRE the shape of LOVE’s Body IN the land.
Finnegan’s Wake - by James Joyce - Celebrate - and again awake Fin end again.Have you seen the comedy of
death against the tragedy of life like a play on ‘words’ - elements of spin.
Genealogy of Morals in the Birth of Tragedy - by Nietsche . Why does it require the ability to celebrate
TRAGEDY to HAVE morals. Is the perception of the presence of a longer wave(the BIG picture) the result of
the experience of the COMPRESSION of a shorter one?
Sentics- by Manfred Clynes. Look closely at WHY the SHAPE of the folds of Michelangelo’s PIETA is the
exact wave form for the measured ‘Sentic’ SHAPE of the pressure wave of TOUCH which expresses GRIEF.
Later Manfred presents his measurement - in the NOVA TV series ‘What is Music’ that the SAME shape for the
squeeze that says I LOVE YOU etc., is used IN EVERY CULTURE ON EARTH. Is that (Universal /
Ubiquitous) GEOMETRY OF PRESSURE - sacred?
Hebraic Tongue Restored - Origins of the Adamic Race - by Antoine Fabre D’Olivet. Classic serious root of
much of western esorecism - if properly understood. (may be available from Health Research Press, CA.USA).
By looking at the MEANING OF THE SHAPE ONLY! OF EACH INDIVIDUAL HEBREW LETTER,
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D’Olivet - one of histories great linguists- RETRANSLATES GENESIS. Instead of “ IN the beginning” - he
give us “At first in principle the origin of thing-ness” - which later (in Alphabet of the Heart by Winter - here
echoing his legal parasite Tenen) becomes the sequence of symmetry view shadows of seven steps from
outside in to inside out - on the self-organizing golden spiral on the 7 color moebius - casting exactly
only the shadows of the 7 letters of Braeshith - (The first word of Genesis) which is literally - ONLY - the
sequence of symmetry operations/ TURNS OF MIND - necessary to turn inside out on the surface of a
donut. And literally (by compressing charge) become the origin of mass out of light. ... restoring the
Hebraic Tongue. (Phire in the mouth of a Draco-n).
Enochian Physics and Origins of GOLDEN DAWN magic - from John Dee (assorted literature - also links
soulinvitation.com/ophanim soulinvitation.com/enochian also writings of Vincent Bridges ).
Willed Mutation of the Species - by Satprem. At least presents the romantic idea of how a genepool as a field
effect could come to have INTENT in steering its long term racial self direction. For example - did the giraffe
gene get a long neck ability - by YEARNING? - probably yearning here is the same as - to hunger. Winter’s
notion that implosion in the coeur of DNA electrically creating the ability to suck ( and push) charge thru the
speed of light - as the origin of self-steering ability (time-travel / bardo navigation/ lucid dreaming) is likely
considerably more sophisticated scientifically - but builds nicely on this original classic.
PsychoNavigation - Techniques for Travel Beyond Time, by John Perkins. Psychonavigation for sailing...
and shamanic dreaming? Compare the evolution of the ability to navigate by direct inner perception of your
electromagnetic orientation to waves from stars - WITH + the possibility of steering when you die ( bardo
navigation - see soulinvitation.com/eternality for the geometry mapped of what you will see when you die), or
WITH + the evolution of the TEMPLAR attempt to complete the ORION QUEEN (Guardians of the Grail book) star navigating origins of navigation in western history - later described in ‘Holy Grail Across the
Atlantic’ book. (Remember as you do the Hodowanec / Ramsey work evidencing the physics of astrology:
that star events reach Earth faster than light measured in the output harmonics of a sensitive capacitor in a
pristine place- pic in book. Is your brain synapse and cavity when resonating COHERENTLY in fact the best
capacitor to catch long waves.. ‘Cymatically’?). What is wrong with Karl Pribram’s view in “Holographic
Brain” from spectral data - that THERE IS NOTHING FLAMMABLE AT THE SYNAPSE ? Does MIND NOT
INHABIT Phire?
What Hawaiian scholar says that Polynesian navigators could orient themselves to the
phase angle of an ocean wave bouncing off a continent 2000 miles from their canoe - by feeling it ‘in their
balls (testicles) ’? Have you watched birds get dizzy if they place themselves where magnetic lines are dizzy?
Does this tell you where you do NOT want to die? Why does a Cherokee only choose to die where the little hill
is fractal to the mountain in the distance? Can you unpack that unawareness non-destructively?
Holographic Brain- by Karl Pribram. What he missed: as he stood behind Winter at Heart Math Institute
showing them the harmonic analysis of a HEART feeling passion saying ‘I don’t think we could DESIGN an
oscillator to do that!’ - That the phase discipline in the optical cortex hologram which determined if your
dreaming was lucid and reality creating- specifically required that the symbol map (origin of alphabets you
used) be THE GOLDEN SPIRAL on the donut - BECAUSE that is what enables charge to COMPRESS make matter out of light - from the synaptic hologram. When the inner hologram (optical cortex) is self-similar
to the outer hologram (matter is a ‘hologram with a weight problem’) - that is to say FRACTAL - then ‘your
wishes become horses so beggars ride’. Read how the lady who lightened her purse by turning her mirror and
her magnifying glass into holograms - frustrated that at first only other items INSIDE the same hologram could
be seen in her new mirror and magnifying glass - until she learned ( by lucid dreaming?) SHE COULD ONLY
SEE HERSELF IN THAT MIRROR IF SHE BASKED IN THE ORIGINAL LIGHT! ( story in ‘Alphabet of
the Heart’, Winter).
Starlight Elixirs - Hilarion / Pegasus Press.. Lists the psychological effects on Earth from cultures on many
stars. (Initially by focusing specific stars light into water for healing purpose). Compare with the index of
which star systems were most respecting of the prime directive- do not interfere- when genetic interventionism
on Earth involved as many as 22 ET civilizations. ( in Anna Hayes book - Voyagers , also
lettersfromandromeda.com )
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Macrodynamics - by Ralph Abraham. So sad that while he had real proof of the physics of astrology by
watching viscous waves make the same pattern for each major star crossing alignment - there was no attempt to
present that insight. Years later presenting in Netherlands - no evidence of the simple essential insight that the
ONLY path out of chaos - is self-similarity permitting infinite collapse - so easily measured looking for PHI
ratio in the power spectra - OF ANYTHING - (becoming self-aware).
Cymatics- by Hans Jenny. Probably the planets best pictures of the sacred geometry of waves crossing
themselves (‘in blessing’) - if you can afford the books (probably out of print).
Vortex of Life (formerly Fields of Form)- by Lawrence Edwards (Floris Books & some Anthroposophic
outlets) . (also presented later by Nick Thomas to the Netherlands ‘Implosion Group’). If you were frustrated
that the projective geometry Steiner material never told you that line drawings to project geometry - ARE wave
paths for charge only - then this is balm. Nick presented eloquently THAT the PINE CONE breathes open and
shut with exquisite geometry and gentleness in phase to the seasonal need - but not WHY ( to adjust the
AMOUNT OF WATTAGE IT NEEDS TO EXTRACT FROM GRAVITY.. by IMPLOSION!). This is also the
reference for the 7 layers of Heart Muscle (Pettigrew dissections discovering the 7 spin symmetries of the tetra
in the heart muscle layers- see pic.) angled to present the shadows of the Hebrew Alphabet on the cave walls
of the Thymus - in Alphabet of the Heart, Winter.
VORTEX MOMENTA HEART PUMP MODEL, The Heart is Not A Pump- by Ralph Marinelli, Royal
Oak , MI, USA. (Research Paper not book) - (also described by Jennifer Greene - Maine Flowform group.) The
reason the heart’s phonon / sonic information travels so efficiently with harmonic components richly embedded
- is that the heart is not a pump. It sequentially squeezes each of the needed 7 layers of muscle (Alphabet of the
Heart - 7 tetra spin subset of all symmetry) in the right PHASE sequence to design a VORTEX tornado in ANY
possible useful TILT ANGLE (phase). This to push the FIELD of magnetic blood carried by the blood as a
twister which then travels COHERENTLY to your extremity. Close your open hand while making a spinning
motion like spinning up a top - that is your heart muscle casting off tornados one by one - hoping they will last.
When Time Breaks Down- by Arthur Winfree. Altho he did not agree or understand that the self similarity of
the nervous electrical fibres where the heart is electrified - is the fractal capacitive catcher’s mit grail - which
asks where the stars are IF there is enough still point rest between each beat ..... (thank God at least Rollin
McCraty, Heart Math, DID know enough to spectrum analyze the EKG in the flat rest instant BETWEEN beats
at VERY high sampling rates).. Arthur did put together one of the best pictorials on the turning inside out
toroidal donut nests of the hearts source of voltage. (Without of course having a clue that the SOURCE of that
voltage similar to the fresh egg’s DC voltage source - was implosion from gravity itself).
Theory and Design of Quartz Crystal Oscillators - by Virgil Bottom . Technology of designing quartz
oscillators for electrical circuits. Standing watching them check the thickness of the quartz wafer grind in the
lab in Carlisle Pennsylvania, by waiting until the radio nearby buzzed at the right frequency --- I realized that
the reason astrology works is because at the moment of the birth of EACH BOND - the electrical phase lock by
containing an infinite harmonic series - stores a capacitive map to the position of every STAR by phase or tilt
angle - as the star was aligned at the time the bond CHRISTallized. (Since Gravity is capacitive charge moving
in a wind between frequencies up past the speed of light) . That charge steers the liquid into the bond- the
physics behind water drop geometries, Immoto, and Kirlian’s light. Radiate charge and you in- FORM.
Atlantean Fire Crystal - papers by Louis Acker (privately published) also co-authored Handbook of Astrology.
Too much LSD or not - Louis did remember his Atlantean scientist incarnations well enought to plot the hex
symmetry of the doped quartz implosion crystals of Atlantis. (Edgar Cayce terms the TUOAI STONES researched by physicist SUTTON). Using implosive charge sources - the cool light that did not consume - was
not in itself the loss of the genepools self-direction - what cost the tectonic gravity it’s stability was USING
them to deprive the masses of their freedom!! ( Take a lesson - US - CIA.)
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Fractal Self-Similarity of the Heart - Fibres of Perkinjole - Electrification - papers by Ary Goldberger, MD.
Classic early article showing how self-similarity powerfully characterize the hearts nervous branching source of
electrification (now extended by Winter to imply implosion as the source of the heart’s voltage from gravity
during Bliss. / how the breatharian gets power - fractal electrical ENVIRONMENT required). Also nice work
on the PHI Golden Ratio based branching of the lung alveoli - also where the body catches PHIRE - oxidation.
http://reylab.bidmc.harvard.edu/people/Ary.html
Projective Geometry - by Olive Whicher. Original Anthroposophic classic on projecting lines to making
elegance in sacred geometric nesting. Beautiful mind expanding - to see for example the GROWTH PATH OF
A SEED. (no information about waves or charge ).
Eurhythmy - by Steiner (Various Works).. Sacred Dance - Powerful glandular triggers - controversy over
whether Steiner in fact conceived of the self- empowering nature of bliss. Bliss pursuit taboo in Germanic
culture? (Why do the Brits still act as if WWII rationing hadn’t stopped - and the Germans act as if the guilt
will never stop.. meantime WHO is doing BLISS?)
Cosmic Humanism - by Oliver Reiser - Perhaps the most spiritual and beautiful of literature arising from the
General Systems Theory Movement (hi to Gus Jaccaci).. Can you see a cocoon of coherent charge moving
starward from the human genepool fusing in BLISS? .. see:
Genesis Effect in Star Wars... Explosion of growth on billions of planets turning live IF the GENES of ISIS
(Enki’s Sirian mother) teach implosion to be self-aware.
StarSeed Transmisions - by Ken Carey - Sending baby Christos to fertilize galaxies with the memory of how
to turn planets green?
Lazarus Effect - by Frank Herbert and Bill Ransom - (Dune Series) - Was Lazarus related to the MAGdalen. If
so how was he instructed to LAZE R-US. Did he laze a way to cohere the genepool by priming the pump thru
the death experience. Was Iesus (Tut) skilled in soul retrieval from his mother’s genes.. the winged Seraphic
Aide.
Uriel’s Machine- Star maps in the geometry of Archeologic Paramagnetic sites - for the purpose of teaching
the genepool how to predict comets.. to save them. An angelic design. Brilliant - but no info about soul groups
using star maps in archeologic land maps - as lens to project soul group pods bliss cocoon starward - navigated
significantly by stellar morphic resonance ( what was the Alpha Draconis star map at Ankor Wat USED for Mr
Hancock)
Heaven’s Mirror by Hancock .. (see note in Uriels Machine) Nice projection of Alpha Draconis in Ankor Wat
- suggest magnetic function of the lens be taught - for shamanic navigating starward. No info on the politics of
the star travelling Draco’s whose road map in the sky he pics.
Copper Scrolls. Proof? that after Akhanaton (Enki - Ptah bloodline) completely messed up the royal
checkbook - then ran out of town - and took the cash - (treasure).. changed his name to MOSES - (& became a
gold powder spice cook - for mechanizing immortality - if you read Genesis of the Grail Kings) . Altho Enlil
Yalweh Amun Ra priest politic mob chased him - he succeeded in stashing the cash to found the Essenes. The
truthless Rabbi’s changed the name of Tutankhamon to Jesus after he was strung up in a tree, out in the desert
trying to save his dad. (read ‘Out of Egypt’)
Out of Egypt and House of The Messiah - Academic tour de force, evidence the Jews (Yalweh) so
embarassed at not being able to genetic engineer any decent genepool - deceitfully changed the name of all their
cultural heros - to hide their true Egyptian identity. Akhanaton was Moses, Tut was Jesus.. (Akhsenpahten was
MAG).. What - you don’t think the timeline works? Read the books.
God King Akhanaton by Daniel Stewart .. Fun to read how Akhanaton’s Sirian ET genes - pointy skull distended spine - made him so wierd no lady would have sex with him. So do you believe that Thoth indulged
in the Draco habit of eating live human pineal glands when no other substitute for immortality could be found?
Return of Enki soulinvitation.com/enki suggests Akhanaton and Thoth (Hermes / Quetlcoatel..) were all
Enki descendants.
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Mathematics of The Cosmic Mind , & book “Tetratys” by Plummer (Theosophic Press) - Inspiration for Star
Mother Kit soulinvitation.com/tools or heartcoherence.com (Plummer wrote the first intro to the kit)WHY would the summed internal angles of all the nested platonics equal the years in precession. Is rotation
the way time is measured? The prime purpose here is to see why all the platonics (tetra/ octa) that nest inside
the cube have edge length ratios exclusively log multiples of two - octave incubation- while all the platonics
which self nest outside the cube (dodeca / icosa) have edge length ratios exclusively of Golden Mean ratios in infinite 3D stellation interdigitation.
Primer on Energy , Primer on Rotation. (books) Relative rotation is the only definition and origin of both
mass and time. Read WHY all human scarcity derives from attempt to STORE rather than distribute rotation /
resource / energy / food /// etc.. . That will clue you to WHY implosion infinitely multiply connects by perfect
motionless touch - making distribution infinite and storage eliminated. IF your line of billiard balls (hard
spheres) from here to the moon (Bucky Fuller: ‘Nine Chains to the Moon’), had a millionth of an inch space
between each one - THEN when you bounced ONE billiard ball directly into this end of the line, it could take
a long time ( if ever) for one billiard ball to bounce off at the other end - BECAUSE INERTIA WAS STORED
BETWEEN EACH INSTEAD OF PERFECT DELIVERY--- however - IF your row of billiard balls to the
moon WERE EACH PERFECTLY TOUCHING THE NEXT ONE - then - when you bounce one billiard ball
into this end - WOULD THE ONE BILLIARD BALL BOUNCE IMMEDIATELY OFF THE OTHER END
NEAR THE MOON - having passed the inertia there faster than light???? This may explain why locking
charge in PERFECT stillness in the icy dodeca - can connect the charge in your DNA to every gene based
organism - and star - instantly.
Star Man / Star Maker by Olafson? Like Dave disappearing into millions of fractal monoliths in ‘2001’,
and showing up well distributed to everyones TV set at will - in’ 2010’. Where did the memory go during
lightning in Powder (the film). Why are lightning strikes some of the most information rich near death
experiences? Why does kundalini eliminate the need for near death experiences? Why can Draco’s never stop
trying to succeed at near death experiences? (Hint - takes many tries to get it right on ‘Groundhog Day’)
Black Sun - by Samuel Sagan - ‘Point Pairing’ psychic inertia bearing fusion thrust (wherever 2 or more are
gathered in my name / envelope) - Sci-Fi Intro to Shamanic Pod (group) gravity bending - star navigating.
Dune Series - Frank Herbert, & Son & Bill Ransom. Much more accurate history of Draco Annunaki than the
Bible. Muab Dib is Enki, Harkonen is Enlil. Leto is An. Emporer is Orion Queen (‘Reverend Mother’). Guild
Navigators immerse in Gold Powder (spice) in blood to implode / steering the worm. Arrakeis is a star iin
Alpha Draconis. Muab Dib - the hero wakes up to find his blood ancestor ‘dad’ (Harkonen / Enlil) is HALF
MACHINE. (sound familiar). Maybe HUman could wake up to find - H’IBI-URU ‘dad’ is half borg?
Star Trek - Empire Strikes Back - Useful history of Orion wars - writer learned by living with Phyllis
Schlemmer / UK. Luke Skywalker (Enki, Chloridians in the blood are implosion - ANIKIN / Annunaki)
wakes up to find out that Dad (Darth Vader / AN) is half MACHINE (sound familiar)..Maybe HUman could
wake up to find - H’IBI-URU ‘dad’ is half borg?
Lord of the Ring - Fusing the Ring (of DNA) into implosion inside out (chapter herein) - was a skill shareable
to ONLY the ‘pure of heart’. The lost letters of the ring - were that alphabet (H’ibi-URU) of the symmetry of
MAGnetic domains - to compress enough charge into DNA to let it ‘ring’.
www.wingmakers.com - Change the BST - blank state technology - which COULD save our genepool from
parasitic / vampiric Extra-terrestials (fallen Nephilim Draco) arriving enmasse - from a TECHNOLOGY to a
PSYCHOLOGY. The Tron are interactively able to time travel non-destructively.. BECAUSE their DNA is
squirting thru light speed so well. The physics of bliss process to ignite DNA - is the missing ingredient.
IBI-URU (hebrew, niburu)- IBI= bird tribe , URU = DRACO, Dragon, Reptilian. (URUshaliam =
Jerusalem, URU-an - rumania and rome, and uranis, and turanesian, ab-RA (enki) Abraham came from UR(u)
and started (genetic terrorism of a sort) all ‘religions’. Hebrew: (h’ibi-uru) means ‘crossing over’ in Rabbi. The
bird tribe Ophanim crossed their genes with Alphab Draconis Draco URU.. Potentially creating a reptilian
brain stem amygdala (mouth of the snake - where testasterone juice is pumped from) capable for pumping well
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into the RAPTor / ure of the vice like grip - talons of the bird brain. Kundalini biomechanics involved to return
many plumed ONE.
Guardians of the Grail - by Robert Morningsky. Best history of the Orion Queens. Watch the dissection of the
ancient reptilian (Roswell craft strut / & Sirian alphabets) diction from the SHAPE an dproclivities of the oral
cavity of the velociraptor. (Wear an umbrella to watch an old lady in Amsterdam get angry). What is the power
of spit.. Did you feel a quiver in Jurassic Park? The Grail blood line - is a name for the DrAGon queens
questing AGni (fire / implosion / passion ) in their blood thru US - their genetic experiment.
Genesis of the Grail Kings by Lawrence Gardner- Gardner tells you the high side of his Draco ancestors David Icke gives the dirty laundry of the same family.. Could BOTH be right? (Yes). Good background to
understand Gold Powder cookery and addiction - and why the Annunaki Draco decided to make a special
bloodline (‘The Chosen’)- to be babysitters to the rest of the donkeys lulu human’s for the sole purpose of
delivering the instructions from the Draco Annunaki to the stupid humans. This making blood that is royalbecame their excuse for manipulating the genes of our royal families for 2000 years as if we were show dogs.
Study the science of menstrual blood high in melatonin (oil of messeh / ‘Messiah’ making - crocodile juice) the
royal jelly for the hive mind to feed babies. Our squeamishness around blood hygiene and genetic planning with all its emotive overtones - needs a good steam cleaning. Just cause Hitler gave genetic planning bad PR,
doesn’t mean we should give less care(research) to the blood marriages of our children then we do to our dogs.
The other extreme is requiring 10 generations of planning to get permission to conceive a child which Enlil /
Yalweh brought from the Orion Queen fear of setting DNA free - right to the Jews and to the Aboriginals.
Stalking the Wild Pendulum- & Cosmic Book - by Ben Bentov. One of the original mentors for Winter Bentov wonderfully documents the resonant biomechanics of kundalini and bliss with excellent cartoons.
Where do you think the harmonic diversity of a pendulum is at the moment it reaches its stillpoint between
swings? Then read:
Foucault’s Pendulum - by Umberto Ecco. A bit heavy on the Templar story-telling. Eventually hints at the
useful physics that HOW the little pendulum is COUPLED to the longer one above it, whose tail it swings on instructs you on the chain of command back up to God. ( connectivity of mind at the coeur of DNA).
William Buehler work: ( some at soulinvitation.com/buehler ) Some of the most extensive Thoth Tehuti
inspired TEMPLAR history and practice of the geometry repair of the fabric of time. Pattern of layout
archeologically for continent spanning magnetic line making - for the purpose of providing a way in and out for
genetic memory into stars.
Flicker - Important history of the TEMPLAR ORIGINS OF FILMMAKING - Visual fusion’s psychophysics
is key both to Nephilim agenda’s of PARASITIZING a race / mind control / to install Insurance and Banking
the industries of FEAR - called Piracy when their PR budget is lower (skull and bones). ... AND to the
possibility of steering a genepool VISION back into potential star steering and inhabiting.
Taking the Quantum Leap - by Fred Wolf. His best - Truly a great way to BEGIN your study of the physics of
consciousness. He even starts on the idea of recursion. Too bad Fred never developed his Spectrograms of the
Hebrew Alphabet. - with Suares.
Defending Sacred Ground- by Alex Collier, Andromedan Perspective. lettersfromandromeda.com
Helpful perspective on how pervasive the parasitism of the Annunaki Draco has been thru history AND the
present. “YOU NEED NO LONGER BE SPAWN OF THE NEPHILIM” means if you don’t succumb to the
government waves of fear mongering producing the fear juice they eat - THEN you could develop your BLISS
- igniting your DNA into precisely what would TOAST the lo grade DNA of the parasites. (Don’t shoot the
parasite in your belly - Mr. Pasteur - be grateful it is there - so you can learn from it - why it is there:- you ate
death - dead food - or a dead idea like God is outside you - your parasites helpfully consume the death out of
you - what they eat is everything that does not serve your implosion / bliss. Anything that implodes or fires like
passion in DNA - burns every parasite in sight - because lo grade DNA cannot withstand compression /
implosion - like the sailors at Montauk whose DNA was not up to speed... Here comes the rapture - are you left
behind?).
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Beginners Guide to Constructing the Universe - by Michael Schneider. Perhaps one of the best starter places
to learn the universal consequences of Sacred Geometry. Just what the title says.
Pandora’s Box by Alex Christopher - A fairly revolting level of detail on the Royal French King Louis fortune
/ bloodline (from Magdalen down thru Merovigian etc.) taking the remnant after the French Revolution to
Tryon, North Carolina - (Louis XVII?renamed Daniel Peyseur) - funding the (Borg / Orion) railroad cartel which becomes the Rockefeller wealth? Does not ask if Winthrop really sired Bill Clinton. Nice local detail missing the big picture ( Orion queen family - humpty dumpty’s {dragon’s} EGG - couldn’t put itself
back together again. Fallen Nephalim can’t find the symmetry recipe to immortalize DNA ... tsk tsk.
Hint: soul pod group DNA igniting BLISS process - also ref: AMENTI principle in Anna Hayes - use the
features of your starmap to lens your bliss pod to re-inhabit the heavens. How BIG is your lucid
dream....)
Two Thirds by David Percy and David Myers, Aulis Press, London. Excellent hundreds of photos of the
geometry of crop circles (cancer building microwave selective melt of grain stalk diameter - the surface printer
from the underground military mind control microwave dishes)... showing the attempt to re-construct the
geometry tables to teach genepools to organize enough of their glandular magnetism (EMOTION) to stabilize
their planets atmosphere etc. Example: crop circle shows the shape of the HAT OF OSIRIS (bit of a floppy
cone) as the CORRECT SHAPE OF A HEALTHY PERICARDIUM.. If we have the muscles necessary to
FLEX the SHAPE of that cavity by INTENTION - then we have the skill to angularly lens (like the
muscles flexing the eyeball shape to make FOCUS possible).. and steer the GRAVITY THRUST
WHICH RESULTS FROM A PROPERLY FIRING / BLISSFUL - HEART. (Like tilting the shape of
the nozzle below a rocket engine - except this is IMplosion steering not EXplosion). This is absolutely key
to star navigating, time lord entry, guild navigators in Dune, Bardo navigating, shem-an-ic stellar lucid
dreaming etc. Solar Shaman’s egroup: soulinvitation.com/solarshamans solar heart community and
yahoogroups.com
Return of the Bird Tribes by Ken Carey. Iroquois and 5 nation confederacy history of the OPHANIM. Hints
at the origin of western democracy.
Weather Engineering on the High Seas by Trevor Constable- Film- See how the Reichian layers CONE
CAPACITOR which best pulls in rain storms off the ships deck - is in the correct 60 degree implosion cone
angle of the concentric Dodeca. soulinvitation.com/rain soulinvitation.com/desertification
Holy Grail series summary:
Holy Blood Holy Grail
Messianic Legacy
Temple and the Lodge
Sword and the Grail
Holy Grail Across the Atlantic
Pandora’s Box
Bloodline of the Holy Grail (see review in Nexus)
Genisis
Genesset
His Holy Place
Discovering the ancestry of Jesus in a bloodline will never be fulfilling until - Thoth’s clue is understood.
He (descended from Enki / Yalweh - the Ptah taal / Hermes etc.,) suggests the reason MAGdalen’s kids
had dark blood - THE STORY OF BLACK MADONNA - (Nubian / blue ) was because he was the father.
Akhanaton’s (Ptah / Bird Tribe) kid Tut renamed Jesus by jealous Rabbi’s, takes the copper blue blood
from RIGEL in Orion where Thoth indicates his ancestors are from. Ask the Montauk boys about how
interventionist the Rigelians are. Everyone is sitting around in stupid fascination at the pedigree for
where messiahs / avatars come from - no one is nourished by the physics principles.
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Personality worship will always be poison - like miracle worship- and a key way to determine which
‘religions’ are blood sucking parasites. (The ‘priests’ who brought you the enzyme to feed you like
larvae to the astral milkhouse that is most churches - the sickening lie that - God is outside YOU!) . Star
penetrating DNA arises with the ability to ignite it (implosively). That starts with the choice to take
responsibility for your own destiny - quite the OPPOSITE of ‘let go and let God’. nuff said.
The Way of the Scout by Tom Brown Jr. (The Tracker and others in series). Where does telepathy in the woods
come from - but the efficient fractal compressing of CHARGE in perfect ‘branching’.
Secret Places of the Lion by George Hunt Wiliamson. Excellent history of the bloodline of MERK (Enki) why did they feel so star lost when they (Annunaki early family) crash landed here - Ea’s Earth? Were they in
fact needing to HIDE the psychokinesis potential of their own DNA ( Anikin’s Chloridan blood) from
terrorizing Orion War Borg’s by - cloning themselves into the Cro-magnon blood? When will the seed and egg
shapeshifting implosive DNA worming - of those fish God’s re-emerge to re-take the stars????? Truth is so
much richer than fiction.
Secret of the Andes by Brother Philip. The Maxine light was a quatz crystal cube on which you might appear
to vaporize if you stepped atop it. IF your DNA was compressible (shareable) you COULD then make the EL or
phase shift This was another pen name of George Hunt Williamson / Michael d'Obrenovic author of Secret
Place of the Lion, Road in the Sky (Star Maps in South America) - who worked with Elizabeth Van Buren :
Refuge of the Apolcalyse -Rennes le Chateaux the Key by Elizabeth Van Buren. Good in extending some of
the Rennes star maps, and history (Et in Arcadia Ego means hide the branching of the blood tree in the new
world)... Just like Ben Franklin’s and Thomas Jefferson’ s late life disappointment - bad in discernment just
which medium grade interventionist ET’s they had been serving.
Codes of Light by Jessi Ayani. Tracks the MAG (Orion Queen blood) thru Joan of Arc, and back to the Andes.
The Orion queens ALWAYS believe they have the CODES to ignite DNA... But they don’t. (Anna Hayes
revealing the MAG Pleadian line behind Marciniak for example as mostly interventionist / that is willing to
take advantage of us / they are Beli Kurd - one of the branches of the interventionist Annu’hazi’ LESS
interested in preserving our freedom. The politics of Annunaki has never really had an altruistic motive. This is
OK - but they haven’t been very frank with us - their ‘spawn’. Why can no Marciniak ‘follower’ ask where
these guides REALLY live? - Why has no “Ascended Master” ever even HINTED at the parasite nature of the
ET history of our DNA???)
I Remember Union - onward in the incomplete Magdalen memory - more archetype - less herstory.. Good
clues tho about what it takes to wrap the body into genetic stillness capacitively - literally a swaddling cloth - to
PROPERLY prepare to die - project the charge wave of your biological capacitance effectly into interplanetary
spaces. Like Hiawatha inhabiting Niagara Falls.
Women with the Alabaster Jar. more on Magda..
The Magdalen Mystery ( by Kent in Sante Fe) privately published - showed the virgo star map of the Gothic
cathedrals she outlined in the teaching dream of Bernard of Clairveaux the builder Templar. She needed to use
that magnetic lens the size of huge landscapes to reproject her TANTRIC SWOON - back into the starsbecause that is where the body of her love (Iesus / Tut ) now resided.
Mutant Message by Marlo Morgan- Do you hear your ancestors speak clearly in the song in your blood?
Monuments on Mars by Richard Hogland. Richard who claims to own Mars doesn’t have a clue HOW
paramagnetic dolmen archeologic stones WHEN placed at TETRAhedral latitudes - modulate planet spins
potentially to better EMBED them in ZODIAC spin - which stabilizes the (recursive spin nature of )
GRAVITY - to hold ATMOSPHERE!!! That is ‘Total Recall’ and Richard doesn’t have it. At least he can be a
pesky dog snapping at the lie-ing heels of NASA.
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Anti Gravity & the Earth Grid by David Hatcher Childress. Classic for seeing the dodeca shape dynamic of
the vector flexing Earth grid - snapping between cube-octa and dodeca/icosa as it prepares to compress. The
reason the rock floated up in front of the cliff face when drummed by the cacophony of Tibetan instruments was
the implosive phonon triggered the rock piezoelectrics to create an inverse capacitive lo pressure bubble.
Temple in Man - Schwaller de Lubicz / Robert Lawlor. Vincent has wondered if Schwaller could be a name
change to Fulcanelli. Expensive gorgeous book shows the history of Egyptian temple complex to imitate the
capacitive charge symmetry of the human gland body - to excite bliss. (they knew that DNA could radiate
charge ultimate into stars- they did not know how).
View Over Atlantis & City of Revelation by John Michell. First place to see the Roman Pace, Megalithic
Yard, Pyramid Inch, English Foot, etc., all related exquisitely in a simple Golden Mean cascade. Very good at
calling the METER a profaneand evil measuring system. (literally EVIL in the technically correct sense that
EVIL MEANS: failure to embed - the only way to KILL anything.. ) The books fail to explain that the only
sacred and therefore sustainable units of measure (musical key of all of matter) are simply multiples
(EMBEDABLE) of the wavelengths of PLANK and HYDROGEN core. (fusion).

